
CASE STUDY
Supply ChainThe Last Mile Manufacturing Experts

Modern enterprises need cloud strategies to stay competitive in today’s business 

environment. There are many compelling reasons for this, including a fundamental need 

for organizations to be more agile or to minimize costs.



A pioneer in Last Mile Manufacturing work, which includes integration, configuration, retail 

fulfillment, and demo-unit / field asset management solutions, returns-management and 

reverse logistics. It also serves as an operations beachhead for overseas companies 

wishing to configure products closer to their U.S. based customers. It has partnered with 

its clients to provide cutting-edge supply chain solutions designed to improve flexibility, 

reduce costs, and reduce risk.


Client wanted to ensure they were using the best tools possible to support the evolution 

needed to meet increasing customer demand. Building and running their applications with 

their on-prem  data centers, they sought to capitalize on cloud benefits of immutable 

infrastructure to provide better support to their customers. Specifically they were looking 

to lower the operating costs &  improve application performance. They partnered with 

Trantor Inc to simplify the development and deployment of services with infrastructure 

resources that require zero administration from development teams and in-house   

The company realized it needed to shift to an Agile operating model that would enable 

collaboration between software development and operations teams, including cloud 

support engineers, with an increased focus on automation and self-service.



To accomplish this, Trantor proposed to migrate the applications from their on-prem data 

center to the cloud.


infrastructure support teams.   

The Challenge

MIGRATION

“Migration of Application for Supply Chain to AWS”
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Unexpected 
Downtime

Lack of Enterprise 
Grade Security

Degradation of  
Application Performance



Trantor assigned a dedicated AWS cloud migration team to oversee the effort. The team 

split the effort into two parts, applications and data. For applications migration, the team 

moved applications to the cloud in focused two-week sprints, pausing on product 

development. For data migration, teams were allowed to choose between “forklifting” or 

rewriting options to best fit their needs. Ultimately, The Client on-prem to cloud migration 

succeeded in increasing scalability.

The Solution

The Strategy

Development, implementation, 
monitoring and automation of 
security controls, governance 
processes, and compliance validation 


Implemented systems that are highly 
available, scalable, and self-healing on 
the AWS platform  


Migration of integrated applications 
to Amazon Web Services


AWS Services Used

AWS Code Commit


AWS CodePipeline


AWS S3 Bucket


AWS SNS


AWS CloudWatch


AWS Lambda


AWS SQS 


AWS VPC


AWS Secrets Manager


MIGRATION2



Simplified the development applications 

and deployment of AWS services


Reduced operating cost


Improved application performance 

Ability to scale with usage 

High availability and fault tolerance built in 

Proactive monitoring alerts 75% 
Improved Response 
and Resolution TIme 

30% 
Reduction in 


Operational Cost 

About Trantor Contact Us

Trantor takes pride in delivering innovative technology 

solutions, enabling our clients to achieve their business 

objectives cost-effectively. 

With expertise in both cloud-based and traditional 

applications, we understand all the aspects and challenges 

of software development.  

We build long-term partnership with our customers by 

setting up dedicated CoE (Centre of Excellence), thereby 

enabling them to scale their business, reduce costs and 

continue to be innovative.


info@trantorinc.com


+1 (650) 646 7818


www.trantorinc.com


Key Results
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